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Agenda
• Perspectives & experimental system
• Experiences from some of the genes 

we have tried, mostly unhappily
• “Shooty” developmental genes from 

Agrobacterium 



Regeneration & transformation continue to be 
major limiting factors for gene editing & 
engineering in plants, and especially trees

• Species and genotypic differences often dramatic
• Slow, costly, complex customization efforts usually needed
• On top of often large social/regulatory constraints, 

often a “deal breaker”



Our experimental system features
• Woody (forest) trees – slow, tough biochemisty
• Elite clones, mature propagules, not seed-

derived
• High physiological diversity

– Growth environment, age, 
explant type and source

• Great tissue sample heterogeneity 
in response

• Common necrotic responses
• Very high genetic diversity of forest trees 
• Large interactions among all of the above 



“DEV” genes can work, are they 
the miracles we hope for?     

Focus of GREAT TREES Coop:  
“Developmental genes as 
methods to enhance gene 
editing and transformation 
in eucalypts”



What are DEV genes?  
• Many names in literature – including “morphogenetic genes”
• DEV gene = any gene whose expression is useful in promoting the 

transformation or regeneration (TR) of transgenic or gene-edited 
tissues

• Genes derived from basic studies of development and pathology
• But use often deviate substantially from natural roles due to the 

radical interventions that are part of TR
• These include….

– Redifferentiation from terminally differentiated somatic tissues
– Wounding and pathogen attack (Agrobacterium)
– Complexity of natural meristem / embryo / 

organ regeneration pathways 6
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Do we have all the tools we 
need to use DEV genes well?



Agenda
• Perspectives & experimental system
• Experiences from some of the genes 

we have tried, mostly unhappily
• “Shooty” developmental genes from 

Agrobacterium 



Poplar or eucalypt organogenesis: Most have failed with simple 
overexpression, or given highly genotype-specific enhancement 
or inhibition

• LEC 1, 2 – LEAFY COTYLEDON
• EBB1 - EARLY BUD BREAK 1 (ESR family)
• BBM – BABY BOOM
• WOX 5, 11 -- WUSCHEL RELATED HOMEOBOX 
• WUS  – WUSCHEL
• IPT – ISOPENTYL TRANSFERASE (cytokinin) – Agrobacterium 
• Agrobacterium hormone biosynthesis/signaling genes

– Tumefaciens and rhizogenes origins
• GRF-GIF – GROWTH REGULATOR FACTOR 4 and GRF INTERACTING 

FACTOR 1



A few have shown some promise

• LEC 1, 2 – LEAFY COTYLEDON
• EBB1 - EARLY BUD BREAK 1 (ESR family)
• BBM – BABY BOOM
• WOX 5, 11 -- WUSCHEL RELATED HOMEOBOX 
• WUS  – WUSCHEL
• IPT – ISOPENTYL TRANSFERASE (cytokinin) – Agrobacterium 
• Agrobacterium hormone biosynthesis/signaling genes

– tumefaciens and rhizogenes origins
• GRF-GIF – GROWTH REGULATOR FACTOR 4 and GRF INTERACTING 

FACTOR 1



GRF-GIF with much encouraging results in recent 
years
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Control GRF-GIF

Citrus epicotyl explants; Debernardi et al., 2020

Nathan Ryan studied a wide variety 
of GRF-GIF homologs & sources, 
promoters, and miRNA sensitivities in  
poplar and eucalypts
(MS thesis 2022)

A chimeric protein comprised 
of GROWTH-REGULATING 
FACTOR (GRF) and GRF-
INTERACTING FACTOR (GIF)

GRF & GIF interact with chromatin 
remodeling machinery and regulate 
transcription of meristem development 
genes

https://biotechlab.forestry.oregonstate.edu/sites/default/files/RyanNathanielW2022.pdf


Two poplar genotypes displayed very different callus 
responses to Citrus 4-mut GRF-GIF overexpression
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Control      Citrus 4-mutControl                   Citrus 4-mut
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717=Populus tremula x alba / 353 = P. tremula x tremuloides



An ortholog of GRF-GIF from Populus doubled shoot 
regeneration in poplar 717 (single 35S promoter)
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Populus GRF-GIF also promoted shoot regeneration in 
recalcitrant P. alba clone ‘6K10’

2x35S:PtGRF4-GIF1Control (dsRed + hpt)
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GRF-GIF experience to date
• Gene source matters
• Degree of miRNA sensitivity matters
• Promoter matters
• Plant genotype matters in big way
• Induction of expression seems wise, but did not solve the genotype 

problem (glucocorticoid system)
• So far no general solutions to how to use it in poplar (or eucalypts) – today 

like one more medium/hormone customization tool
• The details 

– Ryan N.W..  2022. Overexpression of the GROWTH REGULATING FACTOR 4-GRF-
INTERACTING FACTOR 1 Transcription Factor Chimera Modifies Transformation 
and Regeneration Efficiency in Populus and Eucalyptus. Masters Thesis, Forest 
Ecosystems and Society. Online | Full Text: PDF

https://ir.library.oregonstate.edu/concern/graduate_thesis_or_dissertations/s4655q40j?locale=en
https://biotechlab.forestry.oregonstate.edu/sites/default/files/RyanNathanielW2022.pdf
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In planta transformation of great interest

• Lower cost in media, facilities?
• Reduced customization efforts?
• Less specialized personnel could do it?
• Less genotype-dependent? 
• DEV genes can help?  



Back to the future: A. tumefaciens DEV genes that promote gall 
development   

iaa/ipt genes form a 
positive feedback loop 
to induce and promote 
gall development 



iaaH/M and ipt genes (C58 derived) 
from Agrobacterium were effective 
in planta inducers of transgenic 
galls in diverse poplar and eucalypt 
genotypes

But shoots could not be 
regenerated from 
transgenic galls   



Can we find more useful, developmentally flexible galls?
Jouanin group (INRA-France) characterized a shooty agro strain, 
and leveraged it for in planta regeneration in the 1990s



Co-transformation is an old idea, either 
intentional or a limitation of the 
technology at the time



The method reportedly worked to some degree in Eucalyptus 
and birch, using the wild strain



This strain has several genes added compared to C58 due to a recombination 
event, although expression of iaa/ipt could also be different 



Though very promising, this work essentially came 
to a halt – due to GMO pushback in Europe – and 
due to the challenges of dealing with the large Ti 
plasmids and its many vir and DEV genes prior to 
high throughput sequencing and advanced gene 

cloning systems



We cloned out the DEV genes from our resurrected clone in deep 
freeze, and added modern amenities like DsRed (called “S82”)

Merged

Merged

Brightfield

BrightfieldTransgenic galls promoted 
regeneration of galls and shoots
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After pilot studies we thought these genes were well suited 
for “altruistic” transformation



Altruistic methods regarded a key option for DEV 
gene application



“Altruistic” approach – minimizes pleiotropy, promotes 
diverse transcription factor/hormone gradients and cell 
responsiveness?

DEV gene Agro
(like WUS)
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Altruistic “S82” transformation in hybrid poplar

4 transformations
– 100% S82
– 50% S82 / 50% Trait-GFP
– 10% S82 / 90% Trait-GFP
– 100% Trait-GFP

No hormones to induce regeneration

Only spec selection

S82 oncogenic (DsRed)

Trait vector (GFP)
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5:5 mixes of the two strains worked best in two poplar 
genotypes



Hyperspectral imaging showed transgenic shoot regeneration

Green = 
GFP 

Red = 
Chlorophyll 



A closer look: 5:5 mix at week 6

Bright-field DsRed GFP



Which genes are most important for non-cell 
autonomous shoot promotion? 

Is there novel iaa/ipt expression in this strain?

Or are the novel genes there most important? 



Experimental setup

• 3 constructs
– C58 (just iaa and ipt genes)
– S82 (all six cloned genes)
– S82 (just iaa and ipt genes)

• All constructs mixed 5:5 with SpecR GFP binary vector
• 1 week rest after co-culture without spectinomycin, 6 weeks 

on MS media without hormones but with spectinomycin



Four vectors used in combination: 1-3 + 4

Vectors used



C58 iaa/ipt genes were best at inducing 
transgenic callus



82.139 iaa/ipt genes alone did not support high rates of 
altruistic shoot induction



82.139 altruistic transformation was superior to  
routine hormone-based indirect transformation



82.139 altruistic method also significantly faster, 
shortening time to propagation by half



Next steps for making altruistic transformation with 
82.139 a useful tool
• Delivery of the 82.139 DEV genes is presently in our vir-

plasmid-based GAANTRY strain (ARS Albany, J. Thomson)
• This strain is aggressive and not an auxotroph

• Mobilized the genes into binary-compatible vectors
• Different altruistic ratios appear needed – work ongoing

• Will move into auxotrophic Agro strains
• Begun further testing to identify which oncogenes are most 

critical
• Testing in a variety of genotypes and species



Are there other useful DEV genes? Agro diversity hardly 
studied

We are starting to test ~300 fully sequenced wild Agrobacterium strains from 
the Chang lab at Oregon State, to look for increased virulence and shooty 
phenotypes in altruistic modes



So much to explore…

“…due to increased whole genome sequencing efforts, 
about 400 Agrobacterium sequences have now become 
available, 350 of which contain T-DNA regions. Detailed 
analysis identified 92 different T-DNA regions and 
several new T-DNA genes….”



Synthetic biology a further powerful means to 
tune Agro DEV genes for particular hosts and 
transformation systems



We are beginning to test in other dicot species  
Hop, lettuce, tobacco, tomato at present

S82 1:10 ratio GFP trait vector

Early expression in lettuce



Hops a major new focus, very tough to transform

Chris Willig 
Postdoc

Michele Wiseman
Botany

David Gent
ARS Corvallis



We have had success with the altruistic approach in 
two hop varieties
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Going forward
• Woody species, mature-clonal tissues, are tough, slow and 

highly diverse – DEV genes not the miracles we hoped for
  (At least not yet!)
• Shooty Agro DEV genes, delivered altruistically, promising 

transformation approach – also being tested in planta
• Hop: First promising results in application to other difficult plant 

species 
• Agrobacterium DEV gene diversity is great, worth exploration 

and tuning – 82.139 the tip of an iceberg of possibilities? 
47



Thanks to our funders and collaborators

GREAT TREES Consortium
Suzano, SAPPI, Arauco, Klabin, SweTree, 
Corteva Agriscience



Thank you to all the people in the lab who contributed!
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New Phytologist – new section on “transformative 
plant biotechnology”
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